
NEW PRODUCT ADVICE
Description: ARB Fridge Slide

Application: ARB Fridge/Freezer 37QT & 50QT

Part No: 10900021 (Supersedes part no. 10900020)                 

Retail: $369.39

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:

The updated version of the ARB Fridge slide is the simple, 
practical answer to gaining easy access to cold food and drinks 
in the back of your 4WD. Whether you own a sport utility or 
pickup, the slide allows you to roll your fridge out of the confines 
of your vehicle to provide easier access for placing or removing 
items either individually or the entire basket. While rolled out, 
the fridge can be easily cleaned and the drain plug feature 
can be utilized with a corresponding laser cut hole in the slide 
mounting plate ensuring that liquid escapes freely without the 
need to remove the fridge from the vehicle. Used in conjunction 
with the ARB tie down system, the ARB Fridge slide also provides 
a secure mounting platform, ensuring your fridge and its 
contents are not damaged by the rigors of off roading.

Rated to carry 175 lbs, the ARB Fridge slide can also have a 
multitude of other uses such as being able to carry tools of trade 
like compressors or toolboxes.

DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT:

Using the same design principles as the 63QT/82QT Fridge 
slide, the updated 37QT/50QT Fridge slide is manufactured from 
heavy duty 2.5 mm thick hot rolled steel sheet that is precision 
laser cut, formed for strength and rigidity, zinc plated and 
finished in black E-coat for maximum durability.

The new fridge slide features a more compact footprint (approx. 
8% smaller than the previous model) and the external rear 
mounting pads have been removed to help enable fitment in 
tighter areas such as next to wheel arches in sport utilities and 
pickups, or onto cargo drawer systems.



DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT - continued

The new improved EZ latch mechanism is easier to operate and 
includes a ‘comfort’ plastic coated handle that enables the slide 
to be locked in either the closed or fully open position. The slide 
extension has been increased by 1.57” over the previous model 
to maximize access to the fridge contents.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

The ARB Fridge slide also incorporates laser cut holes in the tray 
and bas to facilitate:

Affixing the slide to the vehicle (requires M8 bolts)•	

Affixing the ARB Fridge to the slide (utilizes M6 bolts in feet)•	

Affixing the previous model ARB Fridge/Freezer and Engel •	
MTF35/45 fridge/freezers

Attaching the ARB Fridge tie down brackets (10900010)•	

Draining and cleaning the ARB fridge/freezer•	

Instructions are also included for fitting the EZ latch on either 
right or left hand sides depending on user preference.

The strategically positioned drain hole matches the position of 
the ARB Fridge/Freezer’s drain plug which enables the user to 
extend the fridge slide away from the inside of the vehicle to 
drain the fridge.

The bearing guides are adjustable and now feature adjustable (4 
way) anti vibration pads to prevent rattles. The large sliding tray 
dimentions also make the slide suitable for use with other fridge 
brands.

Packed in a full color carton for showroom presentation, the ARB 
Fridge Slide is backed by a 2 year warranty.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:

Rated to carry up to 175lbs•	

Zinc coated metal substrate•	

Black E coat exterior finish•	

External dimensions: L 28.54” W 18.11” H 3.15”•	

Sliding tray dimensions: L 26.97” W 14.96”•	

Tray height: 1.85”•	

Slide extension: 20.67”•	

Net weight: 29 lbs•	

Available Early September 2011
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